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Personal data
Born in 1953. Residence Turin, Italy. Married.

Education

Position
Since 1984 researcher at Ceris (Institute of Research on Firms and Growth) within the Italian National Research Council (CNR).
Since 1998 Director of the same Institute.

Academic activities
- Since 2005 member of the Academic Senate of Polytechnics of Turin

Other Professional contributions
- Member of the board of Corep (Consortium for Research and Training), Turin.
- Expert within the technical committee for the restructuring of defense industry (Italian Ministry for Economic Development).
- l'industria. Rivista di economia e politica industriale, direction committee member.
- Revista galega de Economia, Editorial Board member.
- Int. Journal of Automotive Technology and Management, Editorial Board member.
- He has been member of several Government technical committees, of the research evaluation committee of Istituto Elettrotecnico Nazionale Galileo Ferraris (Turin), of the scientific committee of the Observatory on innovative firms (Pisa), and Panel coordinator of the 2nd Italian technology foresight exercise (Rosselli Foundation).

Research interests
Innovation and competitiveness in traditional industries, new technology based firms, public research-firms relationship, local innovation networks (industrial districts), national and regional innovation policies.

Recent publications
7. “From national to regional approach in R&D policies: the case of Italy”, ibidem, (with G. Calabrese).
11. « Dynamiques transitionnelles, patrimoine de connaissances et innovation » ibidem (with C. Lanciano-Morandat and G. Vitali).
12. « La gouvernance locale comme moteur de l'évolution des territoires » ibidem.